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Even though open stack boosts business agility, availability, and efficiency by providing a platform with on-demand, resource pooling, self-service, highly elastic, and measured services capabilities, it needs improvisation in the following blocks of open stack such as Neutron which provides the networking capability for Open Stack and Cinder Block acts as a storage component; due to centralized administration in the open stack cloud environment. The problem with these components is that more susceptible to external attacks, unpredictable responses depending on the network load and lack of maintaining the integrity since cinder block shares simultaneous access to the same data. In order to meet the above requirements this work has proposed a AutoSec SDN-XTR (Automated end to end Security in Software Defined Networks – Efficient and Compact Subgroup Trace Representation). In order to rectify the security challenges additionally an efficient security algorithm XTR is proposed for providing the encryption of the file content that also involves a trace operation to incorporate integrity checking. This provides efficient security by involving the Diffie-Hellman for key agreement (both the public key and private key) and ElGamal approach for encryption. Then after the networking process storage of the files content occur in the cinder block store environment. In the cinder store erasure codes algorithm is utilized for data recovery where less storage will be achieved since replicas are not utilized and duplication of file content will not be done instead only parity data will be created as in the concept of RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disk). Now the unique data which are recovered in cinder block are already been secured by XTR encryption and should be effectively distributed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Open Stack is a cloud platform which manages the infrastructure and also consists of two types of nodes such as the control nodes that manage the resources of the customers and cloud providers and the compute nodes that run the virtual machine (VM) of the customers [1]. The open stack controls the large services like compute, storage, and network Resources through data center. It includes many components services like 1) compute service(nova),2) image service(glance),3) dashboard service(horizon),4) block storage service(cinder),5) metric service(telemetry),6) identity service(keystone) [2, 3]. The Open Stack compute service is known as the nova which is responsible for provisioning instances using the virtualization technologies along with the management
of the compute resources [4]. For the organizations that adapt cloud computing the challenges occurred are the security, trust and the privacy since most of the business organizations move their data to the cloud and centralize the management of all the designed data centers, services and the applications [5]. In order to provide the cryptography based security following techniques are analyzed Elgamal and Diffie-Hellman key exchange.

In 1984 Taher ElGamal introduced a cryptosystem [6] which depends on the Discrete Logarithm Problem. The ElGamal encryption system is an asymmetric key encryption algorithm for public-key cryptography which is based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange [7]. ElGamal depends on the one way function, means that the encryption and decryption are done in separate functions. It [8] depends on the assumption that the DL can’t be found in feasible time, while the reverse operation of the power can be computed efficiently.

The first public key system proposed by Diffie and Hellman requires association of both sides to compute a common private key. This poses issues if the cryptosystem should be applied to communication system where both sides are not able to interact in reasonable time because of deferrals in transmission or inaccessibility of the receiving party [10]. Diffie and Hellman is not a general purpose encryption algorithm as it can only provide secure secret key exchange. Thus [11] it presents a challenge for the cryptologists to design and provide a general purpose encryption algorithm that satisfies the public key encryption standards. So, after Diffie-Hellman [12], RSA public key cryptosystem came. After RSA, The ElGamal solved the Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm by presenting a random exponent type k. This exponent is a replacement for the private type of the receiving entity. Because of this simplification the algorithm [13] can be utilized to encode in one heading, without the need of the second party to take effectively part. The key development here [14] is that the algorithm can be utilized for encryption of electronic messages, which are transmitted by the method for public store-and-forward services. One of the strengths [15] of ElGamal is its non-determinism- encrypting the same plaintext multiple times will result in different cipher texts, since a random k is chosen each time.

Even though [16] these techniques are providing better security, it requires additional platform for implementation. For that purpose SDN is joined with XTR. With SDN, an administrator can change any network switch's rules when necessary-prioritizing, deprioritizing or even blocking specific types of packets with a granular level of control and security. This is especially helpful in a cloud computing multi-tenant architecture, because it enables the administrator to manage traffic loads in a flexible and more efficient manner [17]. Essentially, this enables the administrator to use less expensive commodity switches and have more control over network traffic flow than ever before.

Other benefits of SDN are network management and end-to-end visibility. A network administrator need only deal with one centralized controller to distribute policies to the connected switches, instead of configuring multiple individual devices [18]. This capability is also a security advantage because the controller can monitor traffic and deploy security policies. If the controller deems traffic suspicious, for example, it can reroute or drop the packets. Even though SDN enables optimal sharing of network resources, it lacks in providing security since it is based on the centralized approach,
devices involved in networking will not mutually trust each other so packets sending by the authorized node might be captured and altered by the third party. So in order to provide the cryptography based security through SDN, XTR is employed.

The security is identified as a major threat in the Open Stack cloud environment that comprises of some specified components such as Nova, Neutron, Cinder Block store, Horizon etc. The security issues mainly tend to occur in the Neutron component. In order to overcome security, issue in neutron component we proposed novel algorithm is the hybrid AutoSecSDN-XTR (Automated end to end Security in Software Defined Networks – Efficient and Compact Subgroup Trace Representation). In order to rectify the security challenges [19] additionally an efficient security algorithm XTR is proposed for providing the encryption of the file content that also involves a trace operation to incorporate integrity checking. This provides efficient security by involving the Diffie-Hellman for key agreement (both the public key and private key) and EIGamal approach for encryption. Then after the networking process storage of the files content occur in the cinder block store environment. In the cinder store erasure codes algorithm is utilized for data recovery where less storage will be achieved since replicas are not utilized and duplication of file content will not be done instead only parity data will be created as in the concept of RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disk). Now the unique data which are recovered in cinder block are already been secured by XTR encryption and should be effectively distributed.

The rest of the paper is organized as the related researches in the section 2; the section 3 describes the proposed methodology and results followed by the references.

2. RELATED RESEARCHES

This section provides an overview of the security mechanism for the open stack cloud available in the literature.

Ali et al. [19] discussed about cloud computing that was meant to provide cost effective, elastic, easy to manage and powerful resources on the fly, over the Internet. The capabilities of the hardware resources were increased by optimal and shared utilization. The features described encourage the organizations and individual users to shift their applications and services to the cloud. Additional security threats occur when the when some services are provided by the third party cloud providers. All the nature of the security issues identified is detailed. The virtual networks raise as some unique security concern occur in addition to the other security concerns. Due to the lack of administrative control of owner organization identity management and access control problems are recognized over the organization’s digital resources also takes distinctive forms in cloud.

Chadwick et al. [20] described about the Open Stack which is an open source cloud computing and is responsible for securing federated community clouds, i.e. inter-clouds. There are methods for federated identity management (FIM) that permit authentication and authorization to be flexibly enforced across federated environments. The goal of adding protocol independent federated identity management to the Open Stack services was addressed and so a detailed federated identity protocol was presented. The implementation of the protocol independent system components, along with the
incorporation of two different FIM protocols, namely SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) and Keystone proprietary was presented in detail.

Hakiri et al. [21] discussed about the issues such as the availability of the network, providing end-to-end connectivity for users and allowing dynamic QoS management of network resources for new applications, such as data center, cloud computing, and network virtualization. To address these problem Software Defined Networking (SDN) concepts was introduced. The separation and centralization of the control plane was identified from the forwarding elements in the network as opposed to the distributed control plane. With the aid of decoupling deployment of control plane software components was allowed on computer platforms that are much more powerful than traditional network equipment while protecting the data and intellectual property of the vendors of such equipment. To address the multiple challenges in realizing the Future Internet and to resolve the ossification problem of the existing Internet. To address these requirements, the wide range of recent and state-of-the-art projects on SDN.

Chen et al. [22] described mechanism to protect outsourced data in cloud storage against corruptions, adding fault tolerance to cloud storage, along with efficient data integrity checking and recovery procedures. Regenerating codes provide fault tolerance by striping data across multiple servers, while using less repair traffic than traditional erasure codes during failure recovery. The problem of remotely checking was checked by the integrity of regenerating-coded data against corruptions under a real-life cloud storage setting. A practical data integrity protection (DIP) scheme was designed for a specific regenerating code, while conserving its intrinsic properties of fault tolerance and repair-traffic savings. The DIP scheme designed was developed under a mobile Byzantine adversarial model, and enables a client to feasibly validate the integrity of random subsets of outsourced data against general or malicious corruptions.

Azadeh Tabiban et al. [23] designed and implemented a middleware, PERMON, as a pluggable interface to Open Stack for intercepting and verifying the legitimacy of user requests at runtime, while leveraging our previous work on proactive security verification to improve the efficiency and to ensure the accountability of a cloud environment, security policies may be provided as a set of properties to be enforced by cloud providers. However, due to the sheer size of clouds, it can be challenging to provide timely responses to all the requests coming from cloud users at runtime. Nelson Mimura Gonzalez et al. [24] analyze the practical security of an OpenStack IaaS cloud when combined with either OpenID Connect (using Google as IdP) or Facebook Connect (using Facebook as IdP). The criteria used in the analysis comprise the ability to provide data encryption, the risks involved in the use of an external IdP, and improper access control. The installation and configuration of cloud environments has increasingly become automated and therefore simple. For instance, solutions such as RedHat RDO and Mirantis Fuel facilitate the deployment of popular computational clouds like OpenStack. Despite the advances in usability, effort is still required to create and manage multiple users. This is of particular relevance when dealing with sensitive information, a somewhat common case for private clouds. To alleviate this burden, many clouds have adopted federated Single Sign-On (SSO) mechanisms for authenticating their users in a more transparent manner.

In the aforementioned related works lot of challenging problems are identified for providing the security of open stack in the cloud management, [18] discussed for
identifying the security issues in the network and also it lacks of administrative control of owner organization identity management. [19] Suffers from access control problems to arrange for the end to end security in the network platform in realizing the Future Internet. In order to resolve the problem [20] presented security against the communication path and also Cloud storage, along with efficient data integrity checking and recovery procedures. [21] explained regenerating codes which fails to provide fault tolerance by striping data across multiple servers, while using less repair traffic during failure recovery are identified The above mentioned problems are revised to solve this issue to provide an end to end high security mechanism and to solve the recovery of data during communication by providing an efficient security in the open stack cloud management.

3. IMPROVED SECURITY MECHANISM IN OPEN STACK BASED ON HYBRID AUTO SEC SDN-XTR SECURITY ALGORITHM

Open Stack is a cloud management system that is meant to control a large pool of the compute, storage and networking resources throughout a datacenter managed through a dashboard that gives administrators control while empowering their users to provision resources through a web interface. The Open Stack cloud includes various problems such as the multitenant nature due to the presence of many components or tenants in the Open Stack environment, vulnerabilities in Open Stack dashboard and other than that it includes the major security threats(CIA) such as the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. The major threats identified include the protection of the data during the transmission of the data in the network API i.e. the Neutron Open Stack environment, virtualization security occurring during the data replication in the Cinder Block Store Open Stack environment, all this major threats occur due to the open source nature and so open Stack widely adapts some security algorithms that include their own limitations. And hence an efficient algorithm is proposed as mentioned in the proposed methodology.

The security is identified as a major threat in the Open Stack cloud environment that comprises of some specified components such as Nova, Neutron, Cinder Block store, Horizon etc. The security issues mainly tend to occur in the Neutron component. In order to overcome security, issue in neutron component we proposed novel algorithm is the hybrid Auto Sec SDN-XTR (Automated end to end Security in Software Defined Networks – Efficient and Compact Subgroup Trace Representation). SDN is utilized for some undertaking in the system joined with steering and security. System association between two endpoint, for example, server are secured by utilizing end to end safety efforts by encryption The mix of end-to-end security and SDN could empower the advancement of automated security measures( Auto Sec SDN) to beat arrange threats. Auto sec SDN is a conclusion to end security calculation in systems administration that conveys security against the internal threats such as the eavesdropping, denial- of- Service (DoS) and is additionally implied for correspondence with another device through secure administrations or all correspondence from a specific customer/application must be encoded. In any case, during the general task for correspondence just unique associations are secured. Another association isn't secured. On the off chance that Auto Sec SDN-Agent isn't introduced, the assailant will have the
capacity to alter information or to listen stealthily on any system; Auto Sec SDN-Protocol additionally effectively speaks with the host without security instrument.

In order to rectify the security challenges additionally an efficient security algorithm XTR is proposed for providing the encryption of the file content that also involves a trace operation to incorporate integrity checking. This provides efficient security by involving the Diffie-Hellman for key agreement (both the public key and private key) and EIGamal approach for encryption. Then after the networking process storage of the files content occur in the cinder block store environment. In the cinder store erasure codes algorithm is utilized for data recovery where less storage will be achieved since replicas are not utilized and duplication of file content will not be done instead only parity data will be created as in the concept of RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disk). Now the unique data which are recovered in cinder block are already been secured by XTR encryption and should be effectively distributed. The Swift Block Store component recognized for storing and spread the copies of file content to distribute them over different servers so the loss of the data does not cause any effect and a cost effective storage will be done with high availability. Finally, all the security and the recovery works performed will be computed by the nova which is a compute service and all processing performed by nova, Neutron and Cinder Block Store are updated in the Hinder Open Stack component. The proposed work will be implemented on java platform. The overall proposed methodology explained in the figure 1.

Figure 1: open stack proposed component architecture
Initially the open stack is created in the hinder open stack which controls the large pool of the storage and networking resources through datacenters managed through dashboard that gives the administrator control while authorized their users firstly login page/signup page for web interaction. Open stack administrator uploads the file using dashboard to distribute the data in different server using open stack Component, let us consider the file in the format mathematically

Let us consider unauthorized file i.e. Public data \( p \) mathematically written as:

\[
p = k^c
\]  

(1)

Where \( p \) is the file name of public data is content of the file

Let us consider authorized file i.e. private data \( p' \) mathematically written as:

\[
p' = j^c
\]

(2)

Where \( p' \) is the file name of private data, and \( j^c \) is the content of the file

3.1. Enriched Security Mechanism in the Neutron Component

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a potential technology to automate many tasks in the network including routing and security and to reduce configuration effort for switches/routers by utilizing interfaces like Open Flow. Network connections between two endpoints, such as servers or workstations, are secured by using end-to-end security measures such as encryption. The combination of end-to-end security and SDN could enable the development of automated security measures to overcome network threats. This paper proposes Auto Sec SDN, which shows how end-to-end security can be integrated in SDN to improve the overall network security. Explained in the below section.

3.1.1. Auto sec SDN Capabilities and Installation

The client sends the configuration request to the controller which contains IP, Destination, source etc. The controller initiates the installation of the flow rules on the SDN switches; the clients and the server download the security mechanisms from the repository. Now the client and the server can communicate securely as they conform to the security policies. The Auto Sec SDN configuration environment setup explained in figure 2.
A basic setup of Auto Sec SDN is shown in Figure 1. One aim of Auto Sec SDN is, to keep the configuration effort to a minimum. Therefore, Auto Sec SDN introduces an entity called Auto Sec SDN-Repository, which stores files which are needed by the hosts to fulfill the security policies. An agent, who is called Auto Sec SDN-Agent, is installed on the Client and the Server. It fetches required files from the repository and configures the respective network device. The whole configuration is managed by the Auto Sec SDN-App which is designed as an extension to the SDN controller. Besides the basic network configuration, Figure 1 shows how Auto Sec SDN configures itself for securing a connection between the Client and the Server. In this example, the connection attempt originates from the Client, which tries to send the first network packet to the Server. At the same time, it keeps a copy of the network packet for later use. If flow rules of the receiving SDN switch do not match with the network packet, it is intercepted by the agent and is sent as configuration request to the Auto Sec SDN-App in step 1. The Auto Sec SDN-App searches for the connection details of the network packet in a database.

The database is managed by the administrators of the network and contains the necessary rules of the security policy. The response depends on the result of the database lookup. If no matching entry is found, the Auto Sec SDN-Agent is instructed to forward the network packet without further measures. If an entry is found, the Auto Sec SDN-App instructs the Auto Sec SDN-Agents of both connection participants to load the Agent-Configuration, which is specified in the entry. The Auto Sec SDN-Agents use the
provided information to conduct the configuration. This is shown in step 2 for the Auto Sec SDN-Agent of the Server and in step 3 for the Auto Sec SDN-Agent of the Client. At the same time the SDN controller installs the appropriate flow rules for the connection on the involved SDN switches by using the Open Flow protocol, as shown in step 4, which ensures that the connection will be forwarded by the SDN switch. In steps 5 and 6, the Auto Sec SDN-Agents of the Client and Server retrieve the necessary Agent-Configuration from the Repository.

After loading the Agent-Configuration, the Auto Sec SDN configuration is completed. The Auto Sec SDN Agent processes the copy of the network packet using the new configuration. Then, the network packet is sent to the Server, where the Auto Sec SDN-Agent processes the network packet using its new configuration. After the processing, the network packet is forwarded from the Auto Sec SDN-Agent to the actual Server, which receives the original network packet sent by the Client. The process, which was described before covers the first scenario where the aim is to secure a single connection and the Client initiates the configuration process because it is the origin of the connection. In the second scenario, the Auto Sec SDN-App initiates the configuration process and instructs all network participants to (re)configure. It is necessary that the Auto Sec SDN-App initiates the configuration process after a threat is detected and reported to the Auto Sec SDN App. In this case the first step in Figure 1 is omitted and the Auto Sec SDN-App sends the instructions immediately to the network participants, as shown in steps 2 and 3. After this has happened, the configuration of the network is accomplished as described before.

The aim of Auto Sec SDN is to improve the internal network security. The Auto Sec SDN only to secure a single network connection or to secure entire network connections of a host. During regular operation for transmission of data only special connections are secured. But if a security issue occurs, all connections of the network are kept secure regardless of their relevance. If any host is not able to meet the security requirements, for example because Auto Sec SDN-Agent is not installed, it will not be able to communicate with other hosts. In order to solve this problem with a careful configuration of Auto Sec SDN, the attacker will not be able to tamper data or to eavesdrop on any network participant. By using authentication mechanisms for the Auto Sec SDN-Protocol, also the theft of identities and spoofing can be prevented. We proposed an efficient security algorithm XTR for providing the encryption of the file content that also involves a trace operation to incorporate integrity checking. This proposed efficient security algorithm XTR is combined by involving the Diffie-Hellman for key agreement (both the public key and private key) and EIGamal approach for encryption. The efficient security methodology setup is described in the below section.

3.2. Security Algorithm XTR Setup

As a brief introduction, XTR makes use of traces to represent and calculate powers of elements of a subgroup of a finite field. XTR public key data contain two primes x, y and the trace Tr(y) of a generator of the XTR group. It uses subgroup of GF(x2) arithmetic while achieves by subgroup of GF(x6) full security leading to substantial savings both in communication and computational overhead without compromising security. With primes x and y of a generator of about 1024/6 170 bits, the security of
XTR is equivalent to traditional subgroup systems using 170 bits' subgroups and 1024 finite fields. The improved security mechanism combined by Diffie Hellman for key generation and EIGamal for encryption technique which is based on XTR algorithm is described below subdivision.

### 3.2.1. Asymmetric Key Agreement

Diffie Hellman key exchange algorithm is utilized to share a public data get in the eqn 1 and private data get in the eqn 2 matches for key generation security. The asymmetric key is scrambled utilizing the shared secret key for secure transmission. The public key is guaranteed by the endorsement expert to keep a man-in-the-center attack. Any number of members can participate in secure trades by performing emphases on the understanding convention and trading middle of the road information. Here, two clients, who are obscure to each other offer secret key through a shaky channel. At first, those two offer a public key for validation. The outsider may get to the keys, while transmission, which is generally known as the man in the center attack. It might change the key shared between both the sender and the Receiver.

#### 3.2.2. Diffie Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm

In step 1, two figures such as a prime integer G and a producer P is nominated file via together the sender besides the receiver. Then two random numbers x, y that stand fewer than the prime integer G are designated as private keys. The public data (p) get in the eqn (1) the public keys of the sender and private key of the receiver in eqn (3) and (4)

\[
A = p^x \mod G \\
A' = p^y \mod G
\]

These public keys eqn 3 were swapped between the sender and the receiver via a self-doubting then the Private Key of sender and receiver is in eqn (5) and (6)

\[
B = (p^{x(y)} \mod G)^x \\
B' = (p^{x(y)} \mod G)^y
\]

The shared secret key ‘c’ of both sender and receiver is

\[
C = (p^{xy} \mod G)
\]

The entire shared secret key exchange of both sender and receiver overall protocol architecture explained in the figure: 3 given below,
3.2.3. **Eigamal Approach for Encryption**

The encryption algorithm works as follows: to encrypt a message \( m \), to sender under public key.

The Receiver chooses a random shared key from \( \{1,q-1\} \), in eqn (7) then calculates of random key of the file

\[
D = g^y
\]

Then the Receiver maps his message \('m'\)on to an element of \( D \)in eqn (8)

Then Receiver calculates unique key id using eqn [7]

\[
E = m.C
\]

Finally Receiver sends the encryption cipher text 'F' to sender using eqn (7), (8)

\[
F = C.D.M = gy.(p^{xy} \mod G) \cdot M
\]

Where ‘m’ is the file message

The benefit of this Eigmmal approach is that, it makes efficient encryption process. After this process, the asymmetric key(both public and private key) is encrypted by the employment of Diffie Hellman algorithm (DH) and then the key will be added with the plaintext The cipher text is generated. The encrypted data is transferred to the receiver. At the receiver side, Inverse process is applied and the same keys are employed in order to recover the unique indication message. Consequently, the hybridization of the technique additionally involves a secure transmission of file content through the network API.

The main advantage of the proposed Algorithm XTR additionally checks the latency occurring in the network by involving the secure shortest path estimation of the nodes in the network rather than not preferring a specified path and thus reducing latency. Only

Figure 3: Key Exchange Architecture
the secure nodes are selected that is not affected by any internal or external attack. During the transmission the integrity of the file content is also checked in the network with the aid of this hybridized security approach and hence any packet loss or integrity problems occurring will be sustained.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4: Proposed Security Mechanism Based On Diffie Hellman and Eigmmal Approach

After providing the security mechanism in the networking process the file will be stored in the cinder store, erasure codes algorithm is used for data recovery.

3.3. Erasure Code Mechanism for Data Recovery

After securing the data, which is not affected by any internal or external threats there is a chance for data loss during transmission. This lead to a necessity of data recovery approach which should recover the data effectively even if it find duplicates. This is achieved by the usage of Erasure code mechanism for recover then data.
• Erasure codes utilize less capacity than imitations.
• Rather than copying the total question numerous circumstances, equality information is made much like Strike.
• This can lessen the measure of capacity for a question from 3X to 1.2X.
• Erasure coding is an answer for financially savvy flexibility and high accessibility.

Given a unique information record, deletion code initially separates it into k parts of a similar size and after that encodes them into n sections. Any k pieces removed from then encoded ones can be utilized to reproduce the first information document. In the meantime, it is difficult to acquire any data about any k piece of the first information from not as much as parts. In this manner, deletion code underpins k-protection and guarantees high security. This code is generally alluded to as erasure code. Mathematically, (n, k) erasure code can be expressed as

\[ S = V \cdot F \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

In the above equation F = \{F_i, |1 \leq i \leq k\} is the original data file retrieved in the eqn (10), F is the encoded data file, s = F = \{s_i, |1 \leq i \leq n\} The Improved Erasure Code for Information Recuperate Clarified In the Well-ordered in the given Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Enhanced erasure code-based Recovery mechanism](image)

In the wake of making the erasure code for information recuperation where less capacity will be accomplished since replicas are not used and duplication of the document substance won't be done rather just equality information will be made as in the idea of Strike The utilization of equality bits is a typical technique for recognizing
mistakes in information transmission and storage. Before taking a glance at the utilization of equality bits in the Attack, we should look all the for the most part at their utilization as a strategy for blunder identification.

### 3.3.1. Parity Data Generated Using Raid Concept In Cinder Block

After successfully recovering the file using erasure code, the less storage will be achieved since copies are not exploited and duplication of the file content will not be done in its place only parity data is generated based on the concept of RAID. In data transmission, if data is sent starting with one device then onto the next with no type of mistake rectifying system, the Receiving device must expect the data is right. The quantity of blunders amid data transmissions is much lower with computerized transmission than when the simple transmission was pervasive. In any case, data transmission is once in a while totally mistake free, so it is rash to accept that data got is precisely the same as was transmitted. The utilization of an equality bit is a method for including checksums into data that can empower the objective device to decide if the data has been gotten effectively.

![Figure 6: Data storage mechanism in cinder block](image)

After creating the parity datum using RAID concept the stored transmission file shifted to the Swift Block to Store part perceived for putting away subsequently spread the duplicates of record substance to circulate them over various servers so the loss of the information does not cause any impact and a financially savvy stockpiling will be finished with high accessibility.

### 3.4. Allocate the Copy of the File with the Different Server Using Swift Component

The swift block store component recognized for storing and spreading the copies of the file content. This will distribute over the different server so loss of the data does not cause any effect and cost effective storage will be evolved with high availability. Swift is a two-level storage framework comprising of an intermediary level, which handles every single approaching request, and a question stockpiling level where the real information is
put away. Swift uses an information structure called a ring to layout URL for a question a specific area in the bunch where the protest is put away.

### 3.4.1. Swift Data Model Architecture

For one of a kind storage area, Open Stack Swift enables clients to store unstructured data objects with a sanctioned name containing three sections: Ring, Disk, and object. The initial segment Ring storage area is an interestingly named storage territory that contains the metadata (spellbinding data) about the Ring itself and the rundown of Disks in the Ring. The second part Disk storage area is the client characterized storage region inside a Ring where metadata about the Disk itself and the rundown of objects in the Disk will be put away. What's more, last part object storage area is the place the data object and its metadata will be put away. Data arrangement has a chain of importance of Regions, zones, servers and drive when the client requests for administrations storage bunch need to find data and it will take a gander at the storage area (/Ring, /Ring/Disk, /Ring/Disk/object) and counsel one of the three rings: Ring, Disk ring or object ring. In our framework the transmission of the document spread over the disk in to the distinctive server clarified in the diagrammatically in the figure 7.

![Figure 7: Storage location overview in Swift](image)

Swift component recognized for storing thus spreading the copies of fie content to distribute them over different server so loss of the data does not cause any effect and a cost effective storage will be done with higher availability finally all the security and the recovery works performed will be computed by nova which the computing service and all processing performed by nova, neutron, and cinder block store are updated in the hinder open stack component.
4. RESULT AND EVALUATION

The experimental open stack is deployed following a four node configuration: compute node, network node, storage block node and swift node proposed system for providing the security to measure is identified between the networks in neutron component and cinder component it is used to implement in the working platform of JAVA. The system configuration is given as:

- Processer: Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU G2030 @ 3.00GHz 3.00GHz
- Operating system: Windows 7 Ultimate
- System type: 64-bit operating System
- Implementation tool: Net Beans IDE 7.4
- Language: Java
- Java Additional package (API):

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cloud creation</td>
<td>Openstack-swift-1.5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swift-1.6.0-rc. 1-sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Openstack-nova-1.5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Openstack-keystone-1.5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Openstack-cinder-1.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jclouds-slf4j-1.6.0-rc.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jclouds-core-1.6.0-rc.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>com.google.guava-1.6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>database storage</td>
<td>mysql-connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graph</td>
<td>jfreechart-1.0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Simulation Result of Proposed Component

Initially the open stack is created in the hinder open stack which controls the large pool of the storage and networking resources through datacenters managed through dashboard that gives the administrator control while authorized their users firstly login page/signup page for web interaction. The security issue is the major threat problem in the open stack in order to overcome our proposed system we propose the auto sec SDN-XTR algorithm for end to end security while transferring the file in order to give the additional security the encryption methodology is proposed in the neutron component. The proposed algorithm estimates the key generation and encryption of the file content that also involve trace operation to incorporate integrity checking. After file shared in network API the files are stored in the cinder storage block in order to recover the data the proposed methodology implement the ensure code algorithm is utilized. Duplication file content will not allow so parity data will be generated with the concept of RAID, the copies of the data will be distributing them over the different server so loss of the data does not cause any effect and cost effective storage will be done with the high
availability finally all the security and recovery works performed will be computed by nova.

4.1.1. Implementations of Horizon/Dashboard for Control Open stack

![Login](image)

Figure 8: dashboard gives administrator control for login/signup page

The dashboard is generally installed on the controller node. Cloud administrator can access the dashboard, and for user register user name and password. On the Log in page, enter user name and password, and click Sign. In the top of the window displays user name. You can also access the sign out of the dashboard. If you are logged in as an end user, the open stock component blocks are displayed. If you are logged in as an administrator, the component tab and admin tab are displayed. Project components are organizational units in the cloud and are also known as tenants or accounts. Each user is a member of one or more projects. Within a project, a user creates and manages instances since Open Stack dashboard is responsible for maintaining other Open Stack components such as the Nova, Neutron and Cinder Block Store. The neutron components are described in the below section which is used for networking between other applications.

4.1.2. Implementation of Neutron block for Communication in the Open stack
The neutron blocks which is used for communication between the one end to another end in this fig:9 represents file transmission between the one end to another end to tackle the security mechanism using cryptology method. Initially the file is inserted in the source which can access by admin/user. After inserting the file Diffie Hellman approach is used to generate key, which is automatically generated depends on file size after creating the key. In order to give the additional security we give Eigamel approach for encryption method for highly secured communication. The main advantage encryption approach is, it additionally involves a secure transmission of file content through the network API. The key generation time and encryption times are plotted in the below section.

4.1.3. Key generation time in Neutron Block

A remote channel is described by its two end clients. By transmitting pilot flags, these two clients can gauge the channel amongst them and utilize the channel data to produce a key which is a mystery just to them. The regular mystery key for a gathering of clients can be produced in light of the channel of each match of clients.

Table 1: Secret key generation time using diffie-Hell man
In table 1 secret key generation randomly using Diffie Hellman with different file and processing time is in the table. Here id 23 and 22 having the file size 8, which has the secret key generation time 8.17 and 5.03. The file id 21 having the file size 6, which has the secret key generation is 7.25 and also the id 29 and 27 the size of the key is 51 and 49 the processing time of generating secret key is 7.25 and 17.51. And the performance of the result is shown in below graph.

Figure 10: key generation time with different files

4.1.4. Encryption time Generation in Neutron Block

The encryption time of packet sent is the time calculated during encryption i.e. during conversion of plain text to cipher text by high level security algorithm. The encryption time is calculated by using the formula

\[ time = \frac{datatain}{speed} \]

Table 2: encryption time using Eigmmal
Table 2 explained the encryption time using elgmmel approach with different files and the processing time mentioned in the table. Here id 1 and 2 having the file size 6, which has the encryption time 20.95 and 13.79. The file id 6 having the file size 40, which has the encryption time is 153.51 and also the id 5 and 12 the file size is 30 and 254 the processing time of generating encryption is 80.61 and 12.22. And the performance of the result is shown in below graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>tim</th>
<th>siz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>153.51</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80.61</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Encryption time with different files

The security issue of the neutron components are rectified by using the proposed algorithm Autosec SDN-XTR that delivers security against the internal threats such as the eavesdropping, denial-of-Service (DoS) and is also meant for communication with other device through secure services. And gives the better Additional security an efficient security algorithm XTR is used to solve the proposed method additionally checks the latency occurring in the network by involving the secure shortest path estimation of the nodes in the network rather than not preferring a specified path and thus reducing latency. Only the secure nodes are selected that is not affected by any internal or external attack. During the transmission the integrity of the file content is also checked in the network with the aid of this hybridized security approach and hence any packet loss or integrity problems solved.

Then after the networking process storage of the files content occur in the cinder block store environment which describe in the fig 12.
4.1.5. Implementation of Cinder block for Storage of the File in the Open stack

User can view the storage file in this block. In the cinder store erasure codes algorithm is utilized for data recovery where less storage will be achieved since replicas are not utilized and duplication of file content will not be done instead only parity data will be created as in the concept of RAID.

![Cinder Block](image)

Figure 12: Cinder block providing data recovery Using erasure code techniques

Fig 12 describes the user selecting the file id which shows only encrypted data and this block collect the private and public key from user. Then decrypt the cipher text using two keys (private and public). Finally, original data will be shown in the concern block. The Swift Block Store component is recognized for storing thus spread the copies of file content to distribute them over different servers so the loss of the data which does not cause any effect and a cost effective storage will be done with high availability. Finally, all the security and the recovery works performed will be computed by the nova which is a compute service and all processing performed by nova, Neutron and Cinder Block Store are updated in the Hinder OpenStack component.

4.2. Comparison Result

4.2.1. Comparison strategy of key generation

The efficiency of proposed methodology is compared with the existing algorithm with the parameters such as key generation time, encryption time. The key agreement time comparison is given for the proposed high level security mechanism along with existing security key generation algorithm such as Adaptive Ant-Lion optimization (AALO), RSA. Since El-gamal crypto system needs less key bits, it has taken less time
for key generation when compared with adaptive ant-lion optimization and RSA. The comparison result is explained diagrammatically in figure 13.

Table 3: secret key generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Secret key Generation Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Algorithm</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Ant-Lion Optimization(AALO)</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: comparison strategy of proposed method, AALO and RSA

4.2.2. Comparison strategy of encryption time

The encryption time comparison is given for the proposed authenticate security mechanism along with existing security key generation algorithm such as Adaptive Ant-Lion optimization (AALO), elliptic curve –Diffie Hellman. The comparison result is explained diagrammatically in figure 14

Table 4: encryption time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Encryption Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Algorithm</td>
<td>0.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Ant-Lion Optimization(AALO)</td>
<td>0.5201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptic Curve-Diffie Hellman (EC-DF)</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 14: comparison strategy of proposed method, AALO and Adaptive Ant-Lion Optimization (AALO)

The key agreement and Encryption comparison strategy between the proposed method and different algorithm are analyzed in the graph in the figure 14, and 15. The key agreement algorithm such as proposed algorithm of diffie hellman key agreement time value is 0.14, Adaptive Ant-Lion Optimization (AALO) key agreement time value is 9.8 and RSA key processing time value is 0.27, the comparison of AALO and RSA key agreement algorithm the RSA has attain minimum processing time when compared with AALO, RSA compared with proposed method. Our proposed method attain minimum processing time complexity, in overall comparison of proposed method, AALO and RSA attain the best time complexity of key agreement, since El-gamal crypto system is adapted with the diffie hellman key exchange it provides end to end secure transferring through web interface from source to destination over the public channel so user who have the secret key can only decrypt the file. Thus the proposed system have operated on a web interface derived from the software defined network it is compatible with modern communication.

The encryption time comparison between the different algorithms such as proposed method ElGamal encryption time value is 0.284 with AALO encryption time value is 0.5201 and Elliptic Curve-Diffie Hellman (EC-DF) encryption time value is 0.367. The comparison strategy of EC-DF attains the minimum encryption time when compared with AALO, the overall comparison strategy of encryption time proposed method attain the minimum encryption time when compared with AALO and EC-DF.

5. CONCULSION

During communication it was imperative to protect the data before the process of transferring it. Because if that data was hacked by third parties, and internally then there was a chance of maltreating the data/information. To avoid that efficient proposed novel algorithm was introduced AutoSecSDN-XTR. Efficient security algorithm XTR proposed for encryption of the file using Diffie Hellman for key agreement and eigamel
approach for encryption. This approach achieves secret key generation time of 0.14 secs, encryption time of 0.284 secs which are much lesser compared to AALO, EC-DH and RSA. All the security and the recovery worked performed well and propose methodology gave the better time complexity for key agreement and encryption time during data transmission in the neutron component with high security.
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